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OLD QUINNS ROCKS ACTION GROUP 
Statement by Member for Mindarie 

MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Mindarie) [12.56 pm]:  Mr Acting Speaker, I rise to pay tribute to, and compliment, Mrs 
Annette Dawson, Mr Ken Andrews and Mr Eric Turner for instigating the Quinns Rocks Action Group.  The 
formation of the Old Quinns Rocks Action Group is in response to the way in which Quinns Rocks residents 
have been cheated and dudded by the Water Corporation on the issue of reticulated deep sewerage in their area.  
In late 2000 the Water Corporation wrote to all the residents of Quinns Rocks to tell them that the sewerage lines 
would be put through Quinns Rocks in the 2001 to 2004 time frame.  The people waited patiently.  That period 
came and went.  The people of Quinns Rocks were then promised by the Water Corporation that the work would 
be done in 2005-06.  The people were very disappointed but waited patiently.  We are now in the 2005-06 
financial year, and the people of Quinns Rocks have now been told by the Water Corporation that the work will 
not be done until 2010-11.  That is absolutely unacceptable.  Since the corporatisation of the Water Corporation, 
it is beyond the government’s capacity to issue it with a direction that this work be done at this time.  The Water 
Corporation has been most intransigent on this issue.  It has left 783 houses in Quinns Rocks isolated without 
deep sewerage, while at the same time it is pushing on with the deep sewerage reticulated system to the north 
through Butler and up to Alkimos.  I compliment the Quinns Rocks Action Group.  I assure you, Mr Acting 
Speaker, that this will not be last time I am on my feet on this issue.  I will be raising it again shortly.   
 


